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Learn another language the way you learnt your own You learnt your own language naturally and

enjoyably: now you can learn Russian in the same way. You'll stick with it because you'll love it *

Use the unique method perfected over fifty years by the celebrated psychologist and linguist Michel

Thomas. * This method works with your brain, helping you to build up your Russian in manageable,

enjoyable steps by thinking out the answers for yourself. * You learn through listening and speaking

- without the pressure of writing or memorising. * You pick up the language naturally and

unforgettably. This much-anticipated Vocabulary Course carries forward the Michel Thomas

teaching tradition and faithfully follows his unique approach to foreign language learning. The

essential format is the same all-audio, building-block approach. The native-speaker teacher

instructs two students in the recording studio in real time and the student at home becomes the third

member of the class. Learning vocabulary is notoriously difficult if attempted in the traditional way -

with long lists and hours of memorisation. However, with the Michel Thomas Method, new words

and phrases are presented in such a way that they cannot be forgotten. They are interwoven with

what has gone before so they are imprinted in your knowledge bank for ever. The vocabulary in the

courses is carefully chosen from a relatively small number of 'power words' which open up an

amazing range of expression and comprehension. Building and expanding on the language

structures taught in the Foundation and Advanced Courses, these new Vocabulary Courses give

you all you need to enjoy travelling in the Russian-speaking world, be it for business or pleasure.
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I ordered this product to build my Russian vocabulary while driving. This product is meant to come



after two other programs by the same company (Beginners and Advanced) but you can benefit from

these CD's without having listened to those other programs (which I have not used--I have used

Rosetta Stone along with Russian Language books for beginners, Grammar books and Online

resources). In addition to vocabulary this program also go over some aspects of grammar which is

helpful and builds on itself. I was hoping for a straight vocabulary CD so I was somewhat

disappointed from this point of view, but it does indeed help with vocabulary and with pronunciation

(particulary stressing the correct pronunciation of the stressed syllables).As with a number of

programs to include the companion CD's for Rosetta Stone, this program "blurts" out the answer

before you have a chance to think about it and come up with the answer on your own. The critical

area of speaking a foreign language is obviously being able to take an English phrase (for an

English speaker) and convert it into the other language. For those learning this takes time in the

thought process. This program format includes an "expert" Russian language instructor working with

an advanced student and an intermediate student who take turns producing the answer. This format

is good but again it would be nice to have a pause before the answer is given (or an attempt at the

answer). The benefit of this format is that you hear common mistakes made by those learning

Russian so this helps (to avoid them).I would give this product 3.5 stars. Would I purchase it at the

current price knowing the strengths and weaknesses--I would say yes. This program is one more

piece to aid in the learning process and is helpful.
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